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The problem of globular polymer unfolding under applied force is a widely-studied fundamental topic in bio-
logical and chemical physics, with important applications in cell biology. Much of the existing theoretical and
experimental literature focuses on the case where force is applied while fixing the opposite end of polymer
chain in space. However, in a realistic biological microenvironment, forces will be applied against viscoelastic
references, and the deformation of the folded polymer chain will be combined with the deformation of vis-
coelastic substrate. In this paper, we consider several simple viscoelastic models for the substrate, and show
that its relaxation properties determine the unfolding kinetics. In particular, for low pulling forces, substrates
with longer relaxation times cause lower unfolding rates for the pulled polymer chain, whereas for high forces,
those substrates with longer relaxation times instead produce higher unfolding rates.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of a forced breaking of a bond, or unfold-
ing of a globular protein is one of very wide importance
across biology, as well as inanimate nature. The dynamic
process of life is regulated on the smallest levels by the
rates of activated molecular processes underpinning it,
whether these be chemical (as in phosphorylation or tran-
scription), electrical (as in ion channels), or mechanical
(as in cytoskeletal tension or titin).
The response of biomolecules to mechanical forces has
been a popular area of study within biophysics1. The
field of mechanochemistry is rapidly growing in chemi-
cal technology2,3. Increasing sensitivity of experimental
tools, like optical tweezers and atomic force microscopy
(AFM), and their ability to work in a ‘wet’ environment,
have made them ideal for probing biology with mechan-
ical forces at a molecular level. They have been used ex-
tensively to characterise the unfolding kinetics of a range
of biomolecules4,5. As well as working with DNA, many
experiments have focused on compact globular protein
structures, such as the Ig domain, an important subdo-
main of several proteins, including titin6–8.
AFM experiments are often performed in the position-
clamp mode, where the force is measured by the can-
tilever7, or alternatively in the force-clamp mode, where
a constant force is applied and the resulting extension
measured. These correspond to the Helmholtz and Gibbs
ensembles in thermodynamics, respectively. In force-
clamp experiments (the Gibbs ensemble), biomolecules
typically show abrupt all-or-nothing transitions between
folded and unfolded states9–11, meaning that denatura-
tion occurs abruptly and completely once a critical force
is reached in the case of force-ramp, or a characteristic
time is reached if a constant force is applied.
One interesting topic to which we can apply the ideas of
forced unfolding is cell mechanosensation: the transduc-
tion of mechanical stimuli from the environment across
the cell membrane, and converting them into chemical
signals affecting the cell. Mechanosensors are the pro-
tein complexes that produce responses to mechanical in-
puts12,13. There are two distinct types of mechanosens-
ing: reacting to an external force, or sensing the vis-
coelastic properties of the cell environment. Here, we
refer to the first as mechanosensitivity of the 1st kind,
and the latter as mechanosensitivity of the 2nd kind14.
Mechanosensitive ion channels (MSC), such as
alamethicin15, are an example of mechanosensors of the
1st kind. MSCs exist in all cells and provide a non-
specific response to stress in a bilayer membrane16,17.
Traditionally, MSC operation is understood as a two-
state model. These two-state systems (open/closed,
or bonded/released) with the energy barrier between
the states depending on applied force, are common in
biophysics18,19. Rates of transition in these systems are
often calculated using the ‘Bell formula’20, which has
them increasing exponentially with the force. This is just
the classical result of Kramers and Smoluchowski21,22,
but the application of this formula is not straightforward
in the limit of small barriers or high forces.
A mechanosensor of the 2nd kind has a different chal-
lenge: to actively measure the response coefficient (elas-
tic stiffness, as in the present work, or matrix viscosity in
the case of bacterial flagellar motion). On macroscopic
scales (in engineering or rheometry) this is done with
two separate measurements: of force (stress) and of po-
sition (strain), or we could contrast two separate points
of force application. One could also use inertial effects,
such as impact or oscillation, to measure the stiffness or
elastic constant of the element. None of these options
are available on a molecular scale because of a very high
resistance (overdamped regime), and of a short-distance
cutoff of elasticity. The single molecular sensor complex
cannot measure relative displacements in the substrate,
and the overdamped dynamics prevents any momentum
exchange. Cells must come up with novel ways of mea-
surement. In a recent work23, we examined a different
paradigm for mechanosensing at integrin adhesion com-
plexes, where the mechanosensing response derives from
a conformational change in the protein called the focal
adhesion kinase (FAK, see Fig. 1(a) for schematic), which
interacts with Rac/Rho signalling pathways, influencing
the cytoskeletal dynamics within the cell. There is a clear
2FIG. 1. A schematic of a model focal adhesion complex, and
the corresponding mechanical model. (a) The focal adhe-
sion kinase is connected both to a non-rigid extra-cellular ma-
trix (ECM), and to a pulling force through cytoskeletal actin.
The FERM domain naturally auto-inhibits the kinase (closed
state). On opening, a tyrosine bond is broken between the ki-
nase and FERM domain, allowing the domains to open, and
bind Src (the active state), beginning its signalling response.
In (b), the viscoelastic substrate is characterised by its elastic
stiffness κ and the friction coefficient γ1. The conformational
change of FAK is described by a potential U(x2 − x1), see
Fig. 2, and the associated relaxation time determined by the
damping constant γ2.
indication that phosphorylation that occurs on unfolding
of FAK is the key initial step in the mechanosensing sig-
nalling process13,24. We posited that the application of
force from the cytoskeleton across FAK is responsible for
the conformational change, and used a path approach
across the saddle point in the unfolding potential land-
scape to discuss the unfolding rates as a function of sub-
strate stiffness.
However, the approximation taken in that paper23 has
some unfortunate limitations. In particular, we found
that in the high force regime, the unfolding rates were
suppressed, because it takes such a long time for the
substrate to equilibrate. This appears attractive from
a biological standpoint, as it provides a simple way to
ensure a homeostatic response (i.e. a force feedback loop
that ensured appropriate cytoskeletal tension). However,
from a physical standpoint, this conclusion needs exam-
ination. During the entire period of equilibration, our
model dictates that some portion of the overall applied
force must be present across FAK, or there will be no
force applied to the substrate. This force, even if lower,
should still increase the unfolding rate as force increases.
In this paper, we consider the same physical sys-
tem of two coupled stochastic differential equations, see
Fig. 1(b), and subject it to new treatment. By first treat-
ing certain limiting cases analytically, we develop an idea
for the general problem. Then, we change the system
variables, and eliminate a redundant degree of freedom,
to find an effective diffusion equation for the bond length
in the general case. We show that the solution to this
can be derived by instead considering the dynamically
changing deterministic force across the bond in the ab-
sence of stochastic driving forces as a quasi-static force,
and applying one-dimensional reaction rate theory.
II. MODEL
At its heart, the problem of a bond breaking (globular
polymer unfolding) under duress can be captured with
two stochastic differential equations. The variables un-
der consideration relate to the position of one end of the
polymer anchored in the substrate, x1, and the point of
force application at the other end of the polymer glob-
ule, x2. Therefore, the difference in these is effectively the
stretching of the bond, up to an additive constant. These
variables are subject to separate thermal noise sources,
if they are spatially separated: by a flexible linker in
the case of single-molecule spectroscopy, and by the cell
membrane in the case of cell adhesion. Regarding the
bond as harmonic, and the substrate response as vis-
coelastic, we can write down the pair of Langevin equa-
tions describing our system:
x˙1(t) = − κ
γ1
x1(t)− 1
γ1
∂U(x2 − x1)
∂x1
+
√
2kBT
γ1
ξ1(t)
x˙2(t) = − 1
γ2
∂U(x2 − x1)
∂x2
+
f
γ2
+
√
2kBT
γ2
ξ2(t), (1)
where κ and γ1 are the elastic and drag response coeffi-
cients of the substrate, γ2 is the measure of dissipation
around the bond, f is the force applied to the complex,
and U(x2 − x1) is the free energy of the bond, where
u = x2 − x1 is the separation of the bond. The thermal
noise terms, ξ1,2(t), are independent normalised Gaus-
sian noise processes.
It is important to be clear how the friction across the
bond is implemented in the Langevin equations. The
dissipation in the bond is not assumed linked to the cell
membrane, which in the language of Fig. 1 is at po-
sition x1; the bond friction is assumed due to absolute
motion of the bond, x˙2, rather than relative to the sub-
strate, u˙ = x˙2 − x˙1. For instance, in the case of an AFM
pulling experiment, where a protein may be attached to
a yielding substrate (a hydrogel or a yielding tether),
the friction resisting the absolute motion at x2 is a very
reasonable assumption, due to the physical separation
of the unfolding molecule and the substrate. The case
of mechanosensing at focal adhesions in cells is a little
3more nuanced. One might suspect that the motion of
cell membrane will create a local reference state for the
sensor, and the friction γ2 responding to this relative mo-
tion. However, the cell membrane is highly penetrable to
fluids, and its transverse rigidity is negligible. So, mo-
tion in the cell membrane will not be directly translated
to the sensor environment, and we are free to consider the
component of friction coming from the absolute motion
of the sensor.
For many biomolecules, there are crucial bonds that
have to be overcome before the structure unfolds. If we
apply a force, this will bias the free energy in favour of
extended configurations. Figure 2(a) shows an example
of the expected ‘funnel’ free energy landscape projected
onto the single variable of protein extension. There is a
deep minimum, where the fully folded protein sits. Then,
once the crucial bonds within the protein break, the pro-
tein extends out to its partially unfolded length (often
representing the separating domains). Note that there
is no unfolding of secondary structure in this phase, and
the free energy profile resembles that of an inextensible
worm-like chain7,9,25, quickly diverging at the contour
length of the partially unfolded protein. The other way to
understand the rapid rise of the free energy at very large
extension, even for simple globular homopolymers, is that
on complete unfolding all chain segments get exposed to
an unfavourable solvent, unable to remain within com-
pact sub-structures. In this paper, we do not consider
the large-extension regime, e.g. the worm-like chain be-
haviour of the protein chain: we are only looking at the
breaking of the bond to induce partial unfolding, which
in case of FAK would already initiate signalling by phos-
phorylation of exposed residues. Throughout the text,
we choose to model this bond potential as a harmonic
potential well of width um, as sketched in Fig. 2(b). We
will assume that once the bond reaches the length um,
it breaks irreversibly. This obviously need not be true,
but it is a simplifying assumption when studying only
the breaking rate.
In what follows, we ask about the mean first passage
time to the end of the bond influence, um. This is, in
general, a very difficult problem that we do not propose
to solve fully. First, we consider special cases in which
we can solve the system (1) analytically. Then, we use a
different reduction of variables, by considering the mean
weight at a fixed distance from the line of first passage,
and then using the distance from the line of first passage
as our variable.
Estimates of material parameters
We shall find that our model predictions are very sen-
sitive to values of several key parameters, so a careful
discussion of their estimates is required.
We start with the strength of the bond holding the
FERM and kinase domain in the closed (inhibited) state,
labeled as ∆Go in Fig. 2. The MD simulation study
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FIG. 2. Modelling a bond potential under force: a schematic
of (a) the full FAK potential with a long plateau as the FERM
and kinase domains separate until the tether between them
is at full stretch, where the potential resembles a worm-like
chain25, and (b) the model harmonic potential U = µu2/2.
For the model potential in (b), once the bond length u = x2−
x1 reaches a critical value, um, it will snap open irreversibly.
Increasing the force applied to the bond lowers the barrier
height and shifts the minimum closer to the barrier position.
estimated the energy barrier for FAK opening as ∆Go ≈
28.5kBT , which is 17 kcal/mol at room temperature.
This value seems too high, and the authors of26 also com-
ment on that. It is known that interdomain hydrophobic
interaction in such proteins is usually low-affinity. For
instance, a measurement in a different multi-domain pro-
tein gives a value for this bonding energy is 7 kcal/mol,
or ∼ 11kBT 27. However, this is close to an energy of
just 1-2 hydrophobic contacts, and there is more affinity
between FERM and kinase domains observed in26. In
the end, we select an intermediate value between the two
limits mentioned above: ∆Go ≈ 17kBT , or 10 kcal/mol.
The position of the barrier in FAK can be obtained
directly from the computational study: um = 0.9 nm
26,
which is a reasonable value for the protein domain struc-
ture. This allows to determine the value of critical force
at which the native minimum disappears altogether, and
the closed (foded) state becomes completely unstable,
fc = 2∆Go/um ≈ 150 pN. This is a very high force that
is likely to unfold most proteins, and is also unlikely to be
generated by a single actin filament of a cell cytoskeleton.
For comparison, studies investigating the force required
to disrupt the fibronectin-integrin-cytoskeleton linkage,
report the value of only 1–2 pN28,29; this, in turn, is prob-
ably too low (an underestimate) since a single myosin
motor exerts ∼ 3 pN of force30,31. So we should explore
the effect of pulling forces in the range of single to tens
of pN.
Let us now look at the substrate stiffness. For refer-
ence, the elastic modulus of a collagen-rich mammalian
4tendon is: 1.2 GPa32, of a collagen/elastin ligament:
1.1 Mpa33, and of an aorta wall: 0.8 MPa34. Synthetic
rubber has a modulus around 100 kPa35. Epithelial
and glial tissues have a much lower modulus: 100 Pa-
1 kPa36,37. If a half-space occupied by an elastic medium
(e.g. gel substrate or glass plate) with the Young mod-
ulus Y , and a point force f is applied along the sur-
face (modeling the pulling of the integrin-ECM junction,
Fig. 1a)), the response coefficient (spring constant) that
we have called the ‘stiffness’ is given by κ = (4/3)piY ξ,
where ξ is a short-distance elastic cutoff: a length scale
analogous to the mesh size of a densely packed (non-
filamentous) substrate. This is a classical relation going
as far back as Lord Kelvin38. In the work of Janmey et
al.39 on comparative cell response on soft substrates, the
weakest substrate had Y = 540 Pa. For a more typical
weak gel with Y = 10 kPa, and a characteristic network
mesh size ξ = 10 nm, we obtain κ = 4.2 · 10−4 N/m. On
a stiff mineral glass with Y = 10 GPa, we must take the
characteristic size to be a ‘cage’ size (slightly above the
size of a monomer), ξ = 1 nm, which gives κ = 42 N/m.
A typical stiff plastic has a value about 10 times smaller.
So a large spectrum of stiffnesses κ could be explored by
living cells.
Finally, we need estimates of the damping constants.
The simulation study26 determined a very reasonable
value for the internal diffusion constant of the FAK
complex: D = kBT/γ2 ≈ 6 · 10−12 m2s−1. At room
temperature, this gives the damping constant: γ2 =
7 · 10−10kg s−1. Then, the overall scale (‘bare magni-
tude’) of the FAK opening rate derived below, Eq. (22),
is approximately (2∆Go/u
2
mγ2) ≈ 1.6 · 108 s−1, which
means a time scale of around 6 ns. This ‘bare’ time scale
is compatible with available data and simulations on full
and partial protein unfolding40; naturally, at given bond-
ing energy and low pulling force the actual rate of FAK
opening/activation would be much lower: the plots below
suggest tens of microseconds to milliseconds range.
To estimate the damping constant of the viscoelastic
substrate, we need the characteristic time of its internal
relaxation, which we define as τ1 = γ1/κ in our notation.
It is important to note that the local time of relaxation
of thermal fluctuations must not be confused with the
macroscopic stress relaxation time, which can sometimes
be very long in rubbers and gels. To estimate this, we
use a study conducted using both AFM and a classical
rheometer on a variety of polyacrylamide gels41. They
found a reasonably constant value of τ1 = 2·10−4 s across
gels from 300 Pa to 10 kPa. Therefore, we take γ1 =
τ1κ. As such, the ratio between the damping coefficients,
γ2/γ1, takes a wide range of values, from 0.2 for soft
substrates, to 10−4 for stiffer substrates.
III. ORNSTEIN-UHLENBECK APPROACH
Instead of considering the whole free energy profile of
our extending biomolecule, Fig. 2(a), we can ask about
the mean first passage time to the end of the harmonic
section of potential, so that we may consider the potential
U(x2 − x1) = µ(x2 − x1)2/2 as in Fig. 2(b). One can
re-write out the system in Eqs. (1) in a standard vector
form, for x(t) = (x1(t), x2(t)), and stochastic force ξ(t) =
(ξ1(t), ξ2(t):
x˙ = −M(x(t)− x¯) + σξ(t), (2)
where the constant parameters M , x¯, σ are defined as:
M =
(
(κ+ µ)/γ1 −µ/γ1
−µ/γ2 µ/γ2
)
, x¯ = M−1
(
0
f/γ2
)
,
σ =
(√
2kBT/γ1 0
0
√
2kBT/γ2
)
.
(3)
Physically, the matrix M gives the coefficients of restor-
ing force, while the matrix σ characterises the strength
of thermal fluctuations in the system. The vector x¯ gives
the equilibrium position of the system in the absence
of thermal fluctuations. Equation (2) is the standard
form of a two-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.
The stochastic force matrix σ need not be diagonal, but
in the set-up of our problem in (x1, x2) variables, it is.
One can solve this problem by finding the normal modes
of the system, which will be one-dimensional Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck processes, x′ = R−1x, where R is the matrix
of eigenvectors. Now, the thermal noise matrix, R−1σ is
not necessarily diagonal, so the two normal modes, while
dynamically independent processes, are still going to be
coupled through their stochastic driving forces. However,
if one of these normal modes is proportional to the bond
separation u: x′i ∝ x2− x1, then we can ignore the other
normal mode, and treat the bond separation as a single
one-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.
There are two cases where the problem naturally re-
duces easily to one variable: the case of κ → ∞, when
the substrate is completely rigid, and x1 is fixed, and the
case that κ = 0, when the anchoring substrate has no
elastic modulus, and only the damping remains. In these
cases, one can quickly arrive at expressions for the mean
time of passage to um, using a known result derived in
the important paper by Ricciardi and Sato42. That pa-
per takes a one-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
written in a standard form, x˙(t) = −Mx(t)+σξ(t), start-
ing at x(0), and reaching a final value S > x(0). Then,
the mean first-passage time (MFPT) is given by
τ =
1
2M
[φ(S)− φ(x(0))], (4)
where the dimensionless function φ(z) is the infinite series
φ(z) =
∞∑
n=1
Γ(n/2)
n!
(
z
√
M
σ
)n
. (5)
In the case that 0 < S < x(0), one should take the
problem with S → −S and x(0) → −x(0). This careful
treatment of signs is necessary as the initial conditions
5FIG. 3. Schematics showing the two limiting cases in which
the problem reduces to a single variable of the bond separation
u. (a) The rigid substrate case, where κ → ∞, and (b) the
viscous anchor chase, where κ→ 0.
explored are force-dependent, and so depending on the
value of the force we may have to use different expres-
sions. Finally, in the case where the target boundary S
is sufficiently far away from the origin that the memory
of the initial condition x(0) can be considered lost, Ric-
ciardi and Sato42 give a compact asymptotic expression
for the MFPT:
τ ≈
√
piσ2
M3
1
S
exp
[
MS2
σ2
]
. (6)
A. Rigid substrate
In this case, when κ→∞, the value of x1 is constant
and the Eqs. (1) reduce to the single dynamical equation
for x2, and so the equation determining the separation
u = x2 − x1 takes the form:
u˙ = − µ
γ2
(
u− f
µ
)
+
√
2kBT
γ2
ξ(t) (7)
We are seeking the MFPT from u0 = 0 to the final bond
length S = um > 0. To put Eq. (7) into the Ricciardi-
Sato form, we shift the variable: u˜ = u − f/µ. The
function φ(z) has the form:
φ(z) =
∞∑
n=1
Γ(n/2)
n!
(
z
√
µ
2kBT
)n
(8)
Then, as in Eq. (4), the MFPT is the difference between
the values of this function between two limits of z: start-
ing at u˜(0) = −f/µ, and finishing at S˜ = um − f/µ.
τrigid =
γ2
2µ
[φ(um − f/µ)− φ(−f/µ)]. (9)
This result holds while there is still a stable minimum
at u˜(0) in the potential. This will be true for forces less
than the critical force fc = µum, where the minimum
will coincide with the barrier position um.
B. Viscous anchor
When the substrate has no elastic modulus, and is in-
stead only a viscous anchor, we can set κ = 0 in Eq. (2).
The inverse of the matrix of eigenvectors reduces to a
simple form:
R−1 =
γ1
γ1 + γ2
(
1 γ2/γ1
−1 1
)
. (10)
The second normal mode, x′2 = (x2 − x1)γ1/(γ1 + γ2), is
just the bond separation u scaled by a constant factor.
However, unlike the case of a completely rigid substrate,
here we have to deal with thermal fluctuations both in
the substrate and in the bonded complex. For a viscous
anchor, the full solution for our natural variable u is:
u(t) = u0e
−λt +
f
µ
(
1− e−λt) (11)
−
∫ t
0
e−λ(t−s)
[√
2kBT
γ1
ξ1(s)−
√
2kBT
γ2
ξ2(s)
]
ds.
The eigenvalue λ = µ(γ1 + γ2)/γ1γ2 is the relaxation
rate of the normal mode, since there is a bond stiffness µ
divided by an effective friction coefficient γ˜ = γ1γ2/(γ1 +
γ2). We can combine the two stochastic integrals, using
a version of the Pythagoras theorem, by writing the two
white noise terms in Eq. (11) as:√
2kBT
γ1
ξ1(t) +
√
2kBT
γ2
ξ2(t) =
√
2kBT
γ1
+
2kBT
γ2
ξ(t),
=
√
2kBT
γ˜
ξ(t). (12)
It is clear that upon substitution into Eq. (11), we get a
one-dimensional Ornstin-Uhlenbeck process. To use the
Ricciardi-Sato formula, we must again shift into coor-
dinates u˜ = u − f/µ. The only difference between the
rigid substrate limit and the case of a viscous anchor is
the substitution of the bond dissipation constant γ2 for
the reduced dissipation constant γ˜ in front, so that the
MFPT for forces less than the critical force, f < µum, is
again of the form:
τvisc =
γ˜
2µ
[φ(um − f/µ)− φ(−f/µ)], (13)
where the function φ(z) is given in Eq. (8). Immediately
we see that if there is very high dissipation in the viscous
anchor, then γ˜ → γ2, and the system behaves as if the
substrate is rigid.
Figure 4(a) shows that the MFPT (plotted on a log-
arithmic scale) decreases as a function of applied force.
For a fixed barrier height ∆Go, stiffer bonds would be
faster to break, as the barrier is closer to the potential
minimum.The mean first-passage time for a viscous an-
chor is plotted in Fig. 4(b). The larger the friction co-
efficient of bond fluctuations, the longer the unbinding
6FIG. 4. MFPT for the two limiting cases plotted against
applied force: (a) On a rigid substrate. The critical bond
separation um is different for the three curves: um = 0.7nm,
um = 0.8nm, and um = 0.9nm, with the same energy bar-
rier height ∆Go. This means that the bond is less stiff for
longer breaking distance um; higher bond stiffness results in
a smaller unbinding time. (b) For a viscous anchor, for dif-
ferent values of substrate friction γ1, chosen to reflect the
typical friction coefficients of polyacrylamide gels; a higher
friction coefficient results in a longer opening time.
time, as the system takes longer to relax. Again, the
unbinding time is monotonically decreasing as the force
applied increases, although not in the exponential man-
ner. Importantly, neither of these are simple exponential
expressions with applied force, and so the simplest Bell
model, τ ∼ exp[(∆G0 − fum)/kBT ], is not applicable.
Note that if either of the damping coefficients goes to
zero, then the MFPT τ → 0 for both limits. The rea-
son is the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: in the limit of
vanishingly damping, the fluctuations in the system will
be very large, and it will be knocked out over the barrier
almost immediately. Of course, in such a limit, we are
no longer free to neglect inertial terms. We will assume
here, as in the extra-cellular matrix, that the fluid vis-
cosity is much greater than the friction coefficient of the
bond.
IV. FOKKER-PLANCK APPROACH
If we want to consider more general viscoelastic sub-
strates beyond the simple limits presented above, then
there is no simple transformation of variables to find their
separation. In particular, since the separation does not
naturally emerge as a normal mode of the system, the
formal solution has two exponential terms, and so can-
not be expressed as a simple Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.
We have to find other ways to isolate the bond length,
u = x2 − x1, as the single variable. The approach ex-
plored here integrates out the second (fast-fluctuating)
degree of freedom, and creates a ‘mean field’ approxi-
mation to the probability density, with the bond sepa-
ration as the remaining single independent variable. To
do this, we transform into a coordinate system based
around the distance from the breaking point. Then we
can integrate over lines of fixed distance from the barrier.
Now we have a 1D problem, and can use the backward
Fokker-Planck formalism to find the distribution of the
first-passage times, and its mean.
Let us first write down the original diffusion (Smolu-
chowski) equation in the pair of x1, x2 coordinates, de-
rived via standard methods from the underlying stochas-
tic differential equations:
∂p
∂t
=D1
∂2p
∂x21
+D2
∂2p
∂x22
− ∂
∂x1
[(
µ
γ1
(x2 − x1)− κx1
γ1
)
p
]
− ∂
∂x2
[(
− µ
γ2
(x2 − x1) + f
γ2
)
p
]
. (14)
The coordinate transformation requires some algebra to
manipulate, but it is natural to construct the new coor-
dinates via: u = x2 − x1, v = x1 + x2, where it is the
v variable that we are to integrate over to obtain a new
diffusion equation for the effective probability distribu-
tion P (u, t) =
∫
dv p(v, u). This relies on the behaviour
of the full probability distribution and its derivative at
v = ±∞, but since the potential is harmonic, we can
safely assume that the probability distribution and its
derivative go to zero faster than the potential becomes
infinite. Then the mean-field diffusion equation in the
single remaining variable u takes the form:
∂P
∂t
= D
∂2P
∂u2
− ∂
∂u
[(
− µ˜u
γ˜
+
f
γ2
)
P
]
, (15)
where the effective stiffness of the bond µ˜ = µ+κ(γ˜/2γ1)
includes contributions from the bond and the substrate.
Here the effective diffusion coefficient D = D1+D2 arises
from using the Stokes-Einstein relation with the effective
friction coefficient γ˜:
D =
kBT
γ1
+
kBT
γ2
=
kBT (γ1 + γ2)
γ1γ2
=
kBT
γ˜
(16)
From Eq. (15) we can deduce the effective potential for
the bond separation u:
Veff(u) =
1
2
µ˜u2 − γ˜
γ2
fu, (17)
7which contains a harmonic term combining the effects of
the bond and of the substrate, and a linear term express-
ing the mechanical work done by the applied force f .
This effective potential has the same shape as we saw in
Fig. 2(b), but with significantly scaled parameters. For
instance, the force is scaled by the factor γ˜/γ2. There
will be more discussion on this later, but we claim that
this is the effective force felt across the bond at short
times.
Mean unfolding rate
The effective potential in Eq. (17) could again allow
us to treat this general case with the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
formalism, using the Ricciardi and Sato formalism. How-
ever, it is also possible to solve using the backward
Fokker-Planck approach43,44. The mean first passage
time for constant D can be written as45
τ(u0) =
1
D
∫ um
u0
dy eβVeff (y)
∫ y
−∞
dx e−βVeff (x), (18)
with β = 1/kBT . This is for a specific initial condition
u(0) = u0, and so we must then average over the sta-
tistical distribution of starting positions for the overall
characteristic time of unfolding:
τ =
∫ um
−∞
p(u0)τ(u0). (19)
The details of this calculation are found in the Appendix,
but the result is the mean first-passage time for the break-
ing of the bond under a constant force f :
τ =
γ˜
µ˜
(√
2pi/βµ˜
um − u¯
)
exp
[
βµ˜
2
(um − u¯)2
]
×
(
1− exp
[
βµ˜
2
(u¯2 − u2m)
])
, (20)
where u¯ = fγ˜/µ˜γ2 is the position of the effective free
energy minimum shifted under the pulling force. The
final bracket in this expression is important for when we
surpass the critical force needed to destabilise the bond
completely, it prevents the MFPT from diverging to ∞.
However, it seems reasonable to only consider the regime
well below the critical force,
f <
µ˜umγ2
γ˜
= fc. (21)
Then we are free to drop the last bracketed term in (20).
At this stage the resulting expression becomes identi-
cal to the asymptotic form given by Ricciardi and Sato
method in Eq. (6), which is a reassuring confirmation of
its validity. The rate constant of unfolding is simply the
FIG. 5. The opening rate k as a function of the applied force
for substrates of different stiffness. (a) A longer relaxation
time τ1 = 2 · 10−4s reduces the sensitivity of the bond to
substrate stiffness compared to the shorter relaxation time
in (b). In both cases, the unfolding rate increases faster for
stiffer substrates up to about 10kPa, before the sensor re-
sponse stops being stiffness-dependent. At low forces, the in-
creased fluctuations in softer substrates increase the opening
rate over stiffer substrates.
reciprocal of the MFPT:
k≈ µ˜
γ˜
(
u− fγ˜/µ˜γ2√
2pikBT/µ˜
)
(22)
× exp
[
−β
(
∆G0 +
κu2mγ˜
2
8γ21
− fu γ˜
γ2
+
f2
2µ˜
(
γ˜
γ2
)2)]
,
where we substituted the expression for u¯ to explicitly
show the dependence on the pulling force f .
This expression for the rate of chain unfolding is quite
intuitive. First of all, it scales with the overall relaxation
rate of the effective mean field potential: µ˜/γ˜. Then, it
contains a factor comparing the distance from the free
energy minimum to the barrier position (u− u¯) with the
characteristic length scale of thermal fluctuations within
the energy barrier,
√
kBT/µ˜. Together, these two factors
constitute the effective ‘rate of attempts’ of this stochas-
tic process of bond-breaking. It is interesting that the
rate prefactor is smaller when the equilibrium fluctua-
tion around the free energy minimum is larger.
The remaining (activation) exponential factor is the
most important effect at forces below the critical force (as
8FIG. 6. The opening rate k as a function of the applied force
for a 1kPa substrate, for different substrate relaxation times
τ1. Substrates with a shorter relaxation time have a lower
rate of opening.
the second exponential in Eq. (20) will only contribute if
u¯ → um). Looking at the exponent in the rate expres-
sion 22, we can see a term coming from the zero-force
energy barrier ∆G0 = µu
2
m/2, and an additional har-
monic stretching term related to the substrate stiffness.
At low forces, these factors will dominate the combined
activation rate. The next term in the exponent is propor-
tional to the reduction in the energy barrier due to the
applied force, −fum(γ˜/γ2), which is essentially the mod-
ified ‘Bell formula’. Finally, there is a term similar to the
one seen in the earlier reaction path approach23,46: the
change in energy to the free energy minimum from the
starting point: −(f2/2µ˜)(γ˜/γ2)2. This is an ‘enzymatic
effect’ contributing to Arrhenius activation effect.
The variation of opening rate with applied force is
plotted in Fig. 5. There is an increase in opening rate
on stiffer substrates at higher forces, but the maximum
is not within the physiological range of forces (around
100pN). In reality, the rate constant should not decrease
on further increase of the pulling force – this maximum
only comes artificially as the steepest descent method
loses its validity. In reality, the rate increase with the
force remains monotonic. Secondly, there is a stiffness
threshold, above which the complex is incapable of dis-
tinguishing substrates of different elastic modulus. For
the parameters plotted here (a mesh size of 10 nm and
a relaxation time of 2 · 10−4s), this stiffness threshold is
around 10kPa, but depends strongly on the substrate’s
viscoelastic properties. This is the same stiffness that
Yeung et al. found a plateau in cell circumference with
increasing stiffness39, and it also is very close to the stiff-
ness threshold for myofibroblast differentiation47.
Figure 6 shows how the relaxation time of the substrate
influences the rate of chain unfolding. Longer relaxation
times lead to higher opening rates. The rate of opening
given in Eq. (22) shows some interesting features. First
of all, the stiffness κ always comes with a scaling factor
γ˜/γ1 = γ2/(γ1+γ2). As such, if γ1  γ2, then the scaling
factor is zero, and there is no direct dependence of the
opening rate on the substrate stiffness (of course, in our
study, there is an indirect relationship through the sub-
strate relaxation time τ1). Indeed, for a substrate with
a long relaxation time, τ1 = 0.01s, there is no sensitivity
to substrate stiffness at all. This sensitivity is controlled
by the balance between the viscous properties of the sub-
strate and those of the bond. When γ1 ∼ γ2, increasing
the substrate stiffness increases the effective stiffness of
the bond in the bond length variable. This has the effect
of diminishing the contribution from the f2 term in the
exponent, and increasing the bare rate µ˜/γ˜.
If we take a rough force value of ∼ 30pN across each
integrin-ECM bond48, then by Fig. 6, we are in the region
where greater substrate stress relaxation leads to a higher
response from the mechanosensing molecule. This is in
accord with experimental results of cells spreading on
viscoelastic substrates, where spreading is enhanced on
substrates with greater stress relaxation49.
V. DISCUSSION
First of all, we need to emphasize (or remind) that by
the ‘rate of unfolding’ (or ‘opening rate’) here we mean
the inverse of the average time when the folded chain un-
dergoes the abrupt and complete unfolding under a con-
stant pulling force, since that is the process in the Gibbs
ensemble9–11. The current approach to the calculation of
this MFPT, using the mean-field reduction to the single-
variable stochastic process and the implicit summation
over the reaction pathways in the (x1, x2) space, is shown
to be reliable and produces the physically sensible re-
sult. First, the unfolding rate in the mean field approach
is monotonic, compared to a low maximum for the ear-
lier reaction-path approach. The reason for this is clear:
when we take a specific two-part reaction path, the over-
all rate is controlled by the time to reach the minimum
along the substrate coordinate x1, and it is assumed that
the system does not reach the minimum in u space before
it reaches the minimum in x1 space.
To investigate this, we can plot the deterministic force
expected across the bond, without any stochastic effects,
using the equations of motion:
γ1x˙1(t) = −κx1(t)− ∂U(x2(t)− x1(t))
∂x1
γ2x˙2(t) = −∂U(x2(t)− x1(t))
∂x2
+ f (23)
The full solution of this set of ordinary differential equa-
tions for x1(t) and x2(t), with a harmonic potential
U = µu2/2, is straightforward. We could then exam-
ine the bond separation, u = x2(t)− x1(t) as a function
of time; the full expression is unwieldy, but an intuitive
approximation is
u(t) =
f
µ
(
γ˜
γ2
[
1− e−µ˜t/γ˜
]
+
γ˜
γ1
[
1− e−t/τ1
])
, (24)
9FIG. 7. The evolution of deterministic force µu(t) across the
bond upon application of an external pulling force f=100 pN
at t = 0, plotted for two different substrate moduli. There
is an initial rise in the force to an intermediate threshold,
and then a slower increase up to the full value of f (here,
τsub = 2 · 10−4s). This threshold is a balance of the friction
coefficients in the bond and in the substrate, and is lower
for the softer substrate (this has a lower coefficient of fric-
tion). The approximation in Eq. (24) is plotted for 100Pa as
the dashed black curve; the same approximate expression lies
directly on top of the 1kPa curve.
and plot the actual force acting across the bond: µu(t),
see Fig. 7. For long substrate relaxation times, the ex-
tension rapidly reaches an intermediate free energy mini-
mum fγ˜/µγ2, extending further as the substrates slowly
reaches its full extension. Importantly, if the force is
larger than the critical force so that the intermediate min-
imum is past the barrier, fγ˜/µγ2 > u, then the bond will
break in this initial extension phase. There is no reduc-
tion in the unfolding rate as the external pulling force
goes to infinity; the deterministic breaking time above
the critical force is a monotonically increasing function
with force. This interpretation explains the presence of
the factor γ˜/γ2 in the mean-field Arrhenius factor: on
the timescale of the MFPT, the relevant value of force
across the bond is this scaled one. For typical polyacry-
lamide gels, this factor is only relevant for soft substrates
(<1kPa). The plot of deterministic extension shows that
the reaction-path approach23 does not capture essential
parts of the physics at high forces. During the first leg of
the movement, there appears to be an assumption that
there is no effective force across the bond facilitating the
opening event, and Fig. 7 shows this notion to be false;
we build up some value of force across the bond very
quickly, and it is this that ‘tests’ the bond for opening.
It may well be that the ‘mean field’ approach taken
here, based on the integrating out the redundant vari-
able, provides a route to solving the problem for more
general viscoelastic substrates. In particular, if the in-
ternal relaxation in the substrate is slow compared to
the typical breaking time of the bond, then it may be
possible to treat the substrate as quasi-stationary, with
an effective constant force across the bond. Remember
that as long as we can find the overall effective friction co-
efficient on the reaction timescale, and the effective force,
then we can use the Ricciardi-Sato formula to obtain the
mean first passage time quickly.
How could the reaction rates calculated here for the un-
folding of molecules, such as FAK or talin, be included in
a cellular description of mechanosensing? One prominent
description of focal adhesion dynamics is given by the
‘clutch model’, which couples an internal mechanosensing
molecule, with the on/off rates of integrin binding to the
ECM (for a recent survey, see for example50). Integrin is
a catch-bond: as force is applied to integrins, the strength
of its bond with ECM initially increases, in contrast to
the usual trend of biomolecules to become less stable with
increasing force51,52. Above a certain force, the bond
strength starts to decrease, in line with ‘conventional’
bond dynamics described by the Bell model20. The in-
terplay between the two unbinding/unfolding timescales
allow the cell to distinguish between stiff and soft sub-
strates.
However, such molecules as FAK and talin not only act
as force transmitters (to pass the cytoskeletal pull down
to integrin-ECM bond), but also force transducers, ini-
tiating signalling pathways throughout the cell. To suc-
cessfully model these, it is likely that a complex kinetic
model is needed, accounting for activation of signalling
pathways, turnover of focal adhesion units (and therefore
active force transducers), and the feedback mechanisms
on e.g. cytoskeletal force changes as a result of down-
stream signalling events. Such a kinetic model is very
sensitive to the rates of its component processes, and the
work in this paper is well placed to inform the activa-
tion rates of force transducers in such models. In this
context, the rate constants calculated here provide more
complete expressions for the unfolding rates of the inter-
nal mechanosensor, and the dependence upon substrate
viscoelasticity, which has not yet been fully addressed in
the literature.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, we have shown that the unfolding rates
of proteins depend on the viscoelastic properties of the
substrate they are tethered to. In particular, when the
dissipation in the substrate is closely tuned to the dissi-
pation in the bond, there is a regime where substantially
reduced force may be felt across the unfolding bond as
the substrate relaxes. In this case, lower stiffness sub-
strates (longer relaxation times) lead to a reduced unfold-
ing rate above a force threshold (∼ 10 pN in our model).
Below this force threshold, the enhanced fluctuations in
soft substrates increases the unfolding rate over stiff sub-
strates. We are not aware of any studies which would
allow quantitative comparison with experiments, but the
results of this study have some qualitative commonali-
ties with biological experiments of stiffness sensing. On
a basic level, there is a direct correspondence between
the increase in unfolding rate on a stiffer substrate (at
10
medium to high forces), and the observation that cells
spread further, with more developed stress fibres and
more stable focal adhesions, on stiffer substrates than
soft ones39,53,54.
Another point is that substrates with a modulus above
1-10 kPa appear as ‘stiff’ for spreading cells (compare
with Fig. 5),39 with broad variations between cell types,
e.g. endothelial cells and fibroblasts, all using the same
integrin complex, possibly explained by a variation in
τ1 in their natural environment. In many in-vitro ex-
periments on protein unfolding by an AFM or tweezer-
applied force (see, for example9,10,55,56), the reported
results invariably confirm the exponential ‘Bell-like’ in-
crease of the rate with force, but the authors never at-
tempted fitting the expression like our main Eq. (22),
where the additional quadratic force appears in the expo-
nent when the substrate stiffness κ is low, or the constant
barrier expression is renormalised. It would be promising
to re-analyse those data sets from this point of view.
Further, the interpretation offered here, to consider the
effective force felt across the bond as quasi-static dur-
ing substrate relaxation, may allow more complicated
viscoelastic models to be analysed in the future, allow-
ing for more realistic modelling both of mechanosens-
ing processes in the molecular clutch model, and for
AFM/optical tweezers pulling experiments.
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Appendix A: Backward F-P approach to MFPT
The inner integral in Eq. (18) can be rewritten as the
cumulative density of the normal distribution, essentially
given by the error function Φ(x), scaled by a factor:
τ(u0) = γ˜
√
2piβ
µ˜
∫ um
u0
dy eβ(y−u¯)
2/2Φ
(√
βµ˜ (y − u¯)
)
(A1)
This integral is not analytically solvable, however, the
steepest descent makes a good approximation. In partic-
ular, we can write the integrand as an exponential
τ(u0) = γ˜
√
2piβ
µ˜
∫ u0
−um
dy eΨ(y) (A2)
where the function Ψ(y) is
Ψ(y) =
βµ˜(y − u¯)2
2
+ ln Φ
(√
βµ˜(y − u¯)
)
. (A3)
The exponent Ψ(y) is plotted in Fig. 8, and it is ev-
idently dominated by the region around the barrier, at
u → um. As such, we can expand the exponent around
the barrier: Ψ(y) ≈ Ψ(um) + Ψ′(um) (y − um), and the
mean passage time from u0 to um can be approximated
as
τ(u0) = γ˜
√
2piβ
µ˜
eΨ(um)−Ψ
′(um)um
∫ um
u0
eΨ
′(um)ydy
= γ˜
√
2piβ
µ˜
eΨ(um)
Ψ′(um)
(
1− eΨ′(um)(u0−um)
)
. (A4)
We are now close to an answer, and all that is left is
to average over the initial position distribution, which we
take to be the force-free steady state:
p(u0) =
√
βµ˜
2pi
exp
[
−βµ˜u
2
0
2
]
. (A5)
The probability p(u0) decays sufficiently fast away from
u0 = 0 that we can extend the lower limit of integration
to infinity, past the barrier limit. In the averaging of
τ(u0) we only have to deal with the integral√
βµ˜
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
e−βµ˜u
2
0/2+Ψ
′(um)u0du0 = e
Ψ′(um)2/2βµ˜. (A6)
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FIG. 8. The exponent of the steepest descent Ψ(y) plotted
as a function of the bond separation u, for a maximal bond
length of um = 0.9nm on a 1kPa substrate. The three curves
are for the increasing applied force f = 50pN (black curve),
f = 100pN (red curve) and f = 150pN (blue curve). For
low forces, the exponent is very large close to the barrier,
and so the integral in Eq. (A2) will be well approximated by
the method of steepest descent around the barrier. However,
as the force nears the critical force, at around 150pN, this
approximation is much less sound.
Finally, the full mean first passage time is:
τ = γ˜
√
2piβ
µ˜
eΨ(um)
Ψ′(um)
(
1− eΨ′(um)2/2βµ˜−Ψ′(um)um
)
(A7)
Usefully, the function Φ(
√
βµ˜(y − u¯) can be neglected:
when the force is below the critical force f/µ˜ < uγ2/γ˜,
Φ(
√
βµ˜(y − u¯) ≈ 1. In this limit, we can write down the
mean first passage time in a compact analytical form,
which is given in the Eq. (20) in main text.
